
Activities:

Hand a volunteer a grocery bag and spread out toy food. 
Have the volunteer face you, away from the food and list 
ten items they have to get in thirty seconds. Did they 
remember everything? We often forget things, even every 
day stuff, like groceries, but God never forgets anything. 
He always remembers us, even when we can't feel it.

Have children build Joseph's prison out of bricks. Play 
London Bridge with child in center as Joseph and arms 
making the prison, singing, "Joseph waited patiently, 
patiently, patiently. Joseph waited patiently and God set 
him free." Then child can come out of prison and another 
child can take a turn.

Have one volunteer try to balance three baskets on their 
head. Have other students hold arms up and hands 
behind their heads and try to peck at the baskets to 
knock them over.

Bring out a fancy cup and cluster of grapes. Have one 
volunteer try to squeeze grapes into the goblet. Is this 
easy?



Upper 

Elementary



Egypt, Potiphar, baker, butler, grapes, bread, Pharaoh, dreams

roptphia ____________________________________

rspgea _____________________________________

haahorp ___________________________________

bader ___________________________________

typeg ___________________________________

armdse __________________________________

rebka ___________________________________

reulbt _____________________________________

Joseph in Egypt

Name: _________________________ 



Lower 

Elementary



Scripture quotations marked (CEV) are from the Contemporary English Version Copyright © 1991, 1992, 1995 by American Bible Society. Used by Permission.

Joseph in Egypt

Name:______________________________________________

Joseph replied, “Doesn’t God know the 
meaning of dreams? Now tell me what you 
dreamed.” ~ Genesis 40:8



❖Teacher folds two paper plates in half and cuts half 
circles in side

❖Teacher fastens plates together with brass fastener
❖Children draw cow head and legs on top plate
❖Children turn back plate sideways and draw cow spots 

on both plates



Preschool



Coloring Page:

Encourage children to draw a picture of a dream (they have had).

Modeling dough: 

Encourage children to make something from the story, like cows, grapes or a 

basket.



Joseph in Egypt

Name: __________________________________________________

I dreamed ______________________________________________


